The purpose of this study was to examine the prevalence and predictors of social difficulties in adolescent survivors of central nervous system (CNS) tumors. METHODS: Six hundred sixty-five survivors of CNS tumors (53.8% male and 51.7% treated with cranial radiation therapy [CRT]), who had a current median age of 15.0 years (range, 2.0-17.0 years) and were a median of 12.1 years (range, 8.0-17.7 years) from their diagnosis, were compared with 1376 survivors of solid tumors (50.4% male), who had a median age of 15.0 years (range, 12.0-17.0 years) and were a median of 13.2 years (range, 8.3-17.9 years) from their diagnosis, and 726 siblings (52.2% male), who had a median age of 15.0 years (range, 12.0-17.0 years). Social adjustment was measured with parent-proxy responses to the Behavior Problems Index. Latent profile analysis defined social classes. Multinomial logistic regression, adjusted for age, sex, and age at diagnosis, identified predictors of class membership. Path analyses tested mediating effects of physical limitations, sensory loss, and cognitive impairment on social outcomes. RESULTS: Caregivers reported that survivors of CNS tumors were more likely to have 0 friends (15.3%) and to interact with friends less than once per week (41.0%) in comparison with survivors of solid tumors (2.9% and 13.6%, respectively) and siblings (2.3% and 8.7%, respectively). Latent profile analysis identified 3 social classes for survivors of CNS tumors: well-adjusted (53.4%), social deficits (16.2%), and poor peer relationships (30.4%). However, 2 classes were identified for survivors of solid tumors and siblings: well-adjusted (86.2% and 91.1%, respectively) and social deficits (13.8% and 8.9%, respectively). CRT predicted class membership for CNS survivors (odds ratio [OR] for poor peer relationships, 1.16/10 Gy; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.08-1.25; OR for social deficits 1.14/10 Gy; 95% CI, 1.04-1.25; reference, well-adjusted). Cognitive impairment mediated the association between all social outcomes and CRT (P values < .001). CONCLUSION: Almost 50% of survivors of CNS tumors experience social difficulties; the pattern is unique in comparison with solid tumor and sibling groups. Cognitive impairment is associated
INTRODUCTION
there are now more than 115,000 survivors of pediatric CNS tumors living in North America. 1 However, survival is not without consequences because many survivors experience significant long-term functional limitations. As adults, survivors are more likely than siblings to require special education services and experience dysfunctional intimate relationships, and they are less likely to attend college, live independently, and be employed. 2 Survivors of pediatric CNS tumors also experience deficits in social adjustment (ie, the ability to achieve personal goals in social interactions while maintaining positive relationships with others over time and across situations) 3, 4 that worsen with time 5 and negatively affect survivors' long-term quality of life. 6 Research examining social adjustment among survivors of pediatric CNS tumors has been limited and reflects the experiences of survivors from small, single-center studies. 5, 7, 8 Moreover, the examination of social adjustment in survivors of pediatric CNS tumors has been superficial: it has relied on haphazard definitions of the construct and used a highly variable range of paper and pencil measures. 7 The Social Competence Model provides a theoretical framework for examining the etiology of social adjustment deficits in children with acquired brain injuries. 3 The model takes a multilevel approach to understanding social competence and distinguishes among 3 key levels-social information processing, social interaction, and social adjustment-with social adjustment at the top of the hierarchy. Moreover, it relates insult-related risk factors and social information processing to social interaction and social adjustment deficits. On the basis of this theoretical model, we speculate that treatment modalities, sociodemographic indicators, and impairments subsequent to tumor control may influence social adjustment. Potential risk factors include cranial radiation therapy (CRT), a known risk factor for cognitive impairment, 7, [9] [10] [11] with some evidence linking CRT to social outcomes for patients with medulloblastomas and posterior fossa tumors. 12, 13 In addition, a younger age at diagnosis, male sex, and a lower socioeconomic status have been associated with poorer social adjustment outcomes in children with traumatic brain injury. 14, 15 Finally, cognitive impairment, sensory loss, or physical impairments often seen in survivors of pediatric CNS tumors may also contribute to social adjustment outcomes. 2, 16, 17 What is missing from the current literature is a comprehensive examination of these risk factors in a large sample of survivors of pediatric CNS tumors.
Thus, the aims of the current study were as follows: 1) to examine patterns of social adjustment (eg, number of close friends, frequency of interactions, quality of interactions, social withdrawal, and conflict) in adolescent survivors of pediatric CNS tumors versus survivors of neuroblastomas and Wilms tumors (ie, solid tumors) and a sibling control group; 2) to identify demographic, socioeconomic, disease, and treatment predictors of social adjustment; and 3) to examine associations between physical limitations, cognitive impairments, and sensory loss and social adjustment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
The Childhood Cancer Survivor Study (CCSS) is a multiinstitutional study of 5-year survivors of childhood cancer diagnosed when they were younger than 21 years. 18, 19 Survivors were treated at 1 of 31 institutions between 1970 and 1999 for leukemia, Hodgkin lymphoma, nonHodgkin lymphoma, neuroblastoma, soft-tissue sarcoma, bone cancer, Wilms tumor, or CNS cancer. Study participants completed a baseline questionnaire more than 5 years after their diagnosis. Information regarding the primary cancer diagnosis and treatment was abstracted from medical records at each treating institution. Local institutional review boards approved study procedures, and parental informed consent was obtained for all participants younger than 18 years. Participants in the current study were 12 to 17 years old at the baseline survey and were survivors of CNS tumors. The 2 comparison groups included survivors of neuroblastomas or Wilms (solid) tumors and siblings of cancer survivors. Survivors of neuroblastomas or Wilms tumors were excluded from analyses if they had experienced a secondary malignancy to the CNS. Among 32,805 survivors from the CCSS combined cohort, 794 were eligible survivors of CNS tumors, and 1445 were eligible survivors of solid tumors (see Fig. 1A ). One hundred twenty-nine survivors of CNS tumors (16%) and 69 survivors of solid tumors (5%) did not complete the social adjustment questionnaires, and this left 665 survivors of CNS tumors and 1376 survivors of solid tumors available for analyses for comparison with 726 siblings (see Fig. 1B ).
Social Adjustment
The primary outcome was parent-proxy reports of social adjustment measured by the Behavior Problems Index. 20 The Behavior Problems Index has been included as a component of the CCSS survey and was originally developed for the National Health Survey from a subset of questions from the Child Behavior Checklist. 21 It includes the following items/subscales related to social adjustment: number of close friends, frequency of interactions, quality of interactions, social withdrawal (eg, "is not liked by other children"), and antisocial behavior (eg, "bullies, or is cruel or mean to others"). Social withdrawal and antisocial subscales were rated on a 3-point Likert scale ranging from "not true" to "often true." All ratings were completed by parents or guardians of the adolescents. Additional items were included for the number of close friends (ie, "about how many close friends does your child have: 0; 1; 2-3; 4 or more"), frequency of interactions (ie, "about how many times a week does your child do things with close friends: less than 1; 1 or 2; 3 or more"), and quality of interactions (ie, "compared to other children of his/her age, how well does your child: get along with his/her brothers and sisters; get along with other children; behave with his/her parents; play and work by himself/herself: better; about the same; worse"). Where necessary, social adjustment items were recoded so that higher scores consistently represented more problems (ie, fewer close friends or fewer interactions).
Treatment Exposures and Covariates
Demographic, socioeconomic, disease, and treatment variables were considered as potential predictors of social function. These included sex, current age, household income (ie, <$40,000, $40,000-$79,999, or $80,000), family size (ie, 0 or 1 siblings vs 2 or more siblings), tumor diagnosis (ie, astrocytoma, medulloblastoma, or other CNS), age at diagnosis, decade of diagnosis (1970-1989 vs 1990-1999) , and treatment (ie, CRT dose). With data from a detailed review of radiation therapy records, the maximum prescribed dose to 1 of 4 segments of the brain was reconstructed with previously described methods 22 : 1) posterior fossa, 2) temporal lobes, 3) frontal lobes, and 4) parietal/occipital lobes. Cancer September 1, 2018 We considered potential mediating effects of physical limitations, cognitive impairments, and sensory loss on social adjustment. Physical limitations were assessed with the following items derived from the 36-Item Short Form Health Survey physical limitation subscale 23 : vigorous activities, moderate activities, walking uphill or climbing stairs, bending or stooping, walking 1 block, eating, and personal hygiene (each rated on a Likert scale as "not limited," "limited for 3 months," or "limited for >3 months"). Cognitive impairment was operationalized as yes or no on the basis of the history of learning or concentration problems requiring special education services. Sensory loss was operationalized as yes or no on the basis of responses to questions targeting hearing and/or vision loss.
Statistical Analysis
Demographic characteristics were summarized and compared between survivors and siblings with t tests or chisquare tests as appropriate. Latent profile analysis was used to identify social classes on the basis of item-level responses to the Behavior Problems Index for each group separately (ie, survivors of CNS tumors, survivors of solid tumors, and siblings). The number of classes was not preset. However, a minimum class size of 5% of the sample was used as a threshold. Multivariate multinomial logistic regression analyses were conducted to identify demographic, socioeconomic, disease, and treatment predictors related to the 3 social classes identified among survivors of CNS tumors. Analyses were conducted separately for diagnosis and treatment to avoid confounding. In addition, we were keen to distinguish between the differing contributions of diagnosis and treatment exposures to social adjustment difficulties. Predictors included tumor diagnosis, radiation dosimetry, age at diagnosis, sex, age at survey, household income, and decade of diagnosis (1970-1989 vs 1990-1999) . Path analyses were conducted to examine the mediating effects of physical limitations, cognitive impairment, and sensory loss between treatment factors and each of the 5 social adjustment outcomes. Analyses began with a proposed theoretical model of how these limitations might mediate the association between treatment and social adjustment outcomes. Paths with a modification index of 3.6 or higher and a meaningful clinical interpretation were added to the model one at a time. After all suggested paths were added, the model was modified on the basis of the following criteria: 1) paths with an absolute value of the standardized coefficient < 0.05 were removed, one path at a time, this beginning with the path that had the smallest absolute value of the standardized coefficient, and 2) paths that had a P value > .05 were removed, one path at a time, this beginning with the path that had the largest P value. The target fitting criteria included a comparative fit index and Tucker-Lewis index > 0.95 and a root mean square error of approximation < 0.05. Theta parameterization was used because some exogenous variables were categorical. All analyses were completed with Mplus v7.11 or SAS v9.4.
RESULTS
Missing Data
A higher percentage of survivors of CNS tumors (n 5 129; 16%), in comparison with survivors of solid tumors (n 5 69; 5%) and siblings (n 5 13; 2%), did not have data on social adjustment questions. Given the high rate of nonrespondents for survivors of CNS tumors, we compared respondents with nonrespondents; those who did not complete the questions were treated with higher doses of cranial radiation (P values < .001), were older at diagnosis (P < .001), and had a longer time since diagnosis (P < .001) in comparison with those who completed the social adjustment questions (see Supporting Table 1 ).
Descriptive Characteristics of the Sample
The characteristics of the survivors are shown in Table 1 . The most common CNS tumor diagnosis was astrocytoma (57.4%), which was followed by medulloblastoma (23.5%). Overall, the total mean CRT dose for survivors of CNS tumors was 27.0 Gy (standard deviation, 26.6 Gy). Means and standard deviations for proxy-reported social adjustment outcomes as well as frequencies for each response are shown in Table 2 . Importantly, according to proxy reports, survivors of CNS tumors scored significantly worse on all social adjustment outcomes in comparison with survivors of solid tumors and siblings with the exception of antisocial behavior, which did not significantly differ among childhood cancer survivors (CNS and solid tumors). Nearly 7 times as many survivors of CNS tumors (15.3%) reported zero friends in comparison with survivors of solid tumors (2.9%) and siblings (2.3%). In addition, caregivers reported that survivors of CNS tumors were more likely to interact with friends less than once per week (41.0%) in comparison with survivors of solid tumors (13.6%) and siblings (8.7%).
Profile Analysis
Results of the latent profile analysis yielded 3 clinically relevant profiles for the CNS survivor group, including a well-adjusted profile (53.4%), a social adjustment deficits profile (16.2%), and a third class (30.4%) that included Cancer September 1, 2018
those with fewer friends and less time spent with friends (poor peer relationships). For analyses conducted for survivors of solid tumors and siblings separately, both revealed only a 2-factor solution, including the welladjusted class (86.2% and 91.1%, respectively; Fig. 2 ) and the social adjustment deficits class (13.8% and 8.9%, respectively). Model fit statistics for each latent profile analysis can be found in Supporting Table 2 . Cancer September 1, 2018
Factors Related to Social Adjustment
Results of multivariate regression analyses specific to survivors of CNS tumors revealed that CRT dose exposure was a significant predictor of class membership (odds ratio [OR] for poor peer relationships vs the well-adjusted group, 1.16/10-Gy increase; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.08-1.25; OR for social adjustment deficits vs the well-adjusted group, 1.14/10-Gy increase; 95% CI, 1.04-1.25; Table 3 ). The risk of having social adjustment deficits or poor peer relationships increased with the CRT dose. The decade of diagnosis was also a significant predictor of class membership. Specifically, the decade 1990-1999 was more likely to be in the poor peer relationship class than the well-adjusted class (OR, 1.67; 95% CI, 1.10-2.54).
Path Analysis
Final models were on average 8 paths (range, 7-10) different than the original proposed theoretical model. Cognitive impairment mediated the association between CRT and quality of interactions (standardized b 5 .36, P < .001; Fig. 3 and Supporting Table 3 ) and social 
DISCUSSION
The results of this study revealed that survivors of CNS tumors demonstrated quantitatively different patterns of social adjustment in comparison with survivors of non-CNS solid tumors and siblings. Nearly 50% of survivors of CNS tumors had patterns of social behaviors reflecting social adjustment deficits and poor peer relations. CRT dose exposure was significantly associated with these adverse social profiles, although these associations were mediated by symptoms of cognitive impairment.
Although our findings support previously established risk factors for poor social outcomes, we identified distinct profiles of social adjustment among survivors of CNS tumors that may necessitate different intervention approaches.
The results of our study revealed that CRT was the only significant predictor of class membership in survivors of CNS tumors. Although CRT has been identified as the exposure associated with neurocognitive impairment in this population, 9 less has been known about the impact of CRT on social adjustment outcomes. This is one of the few studies that has demonstrated a direct link between CRT and social adjustment deficits in a large heterogeneous sample of survivors of CNS tumors. There has been some evidence of this relation demonstrated previously in the literature; however, this research has focused either on the intensity of CNS treatments as a whole (chemotherapy included) 24 or on specific tumor diagnoses, namely, medulloblastomas or posterior fossa tumors. 12, 13 Isolating Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; CNS, central nervous system; CRT, cranial radiation therapy; OR, odds ratio; PNET, primitive neuroectodermal tumor.
Adjustment in Survivors of Pediatric CNS Tumors/Schulte et al CRT as a significant predictor of social class is important because it highlights the deleterious impact of CNSdirected treatment on social adjustment over and above other treatment, tumor, demographic, and socioeconomic variables.
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The relation among variables revealed more complex interactions based on path analyses. Consistently across all path analyses, cognitive impairment emerged as a significant mediator of social outcomes. Although there is considerable evidence documenting the presence of cognitive impairment in survivors of pediatric CNS tumors, few studies have simultaneously explored relations between cognitive impairment and social adjustment. Where work has been conducted, significant positive relations have been identified whereby greater cognitive impairment has been associated with greater social adjustment difficulties. 25, 26 Cognitive impairment would be expected to have pervasive effects on children's perception and interpretation of social situations and behavioral responses in social interactions. 27 For example, children with cognitive-executive deficits may have difficulty thinking about multiple social perspectives or response options when they are determining how to respond to social stimuli. Yet, to date, behavioral interventions targeting social adjustment in pediatric brain tumor survivors may have failed to address the impact of cognitive difficulties in social interactions. [28] [29] [30] There have been a number of attempts to develop interventions targeting the cognitive difficulties of this population. [31] [32] [33] To date, these interventions have been met with variable success. Although social-cognitive interventions do exist, these have generally been trialed in adult patients with clinical populations including schizophrenia, autism spectrum disorder, or acquired brain injury. 34 Future research could work to adapt these interventions for a pediatric CNS tumor population.
Interestingly, physical limitations consistently had an indirect effect on social adjustment mediated by cognitive impairment. Physical limitations have been associated with social adjustment difficulties in this population. 17, 35 Specifically, adult survivors of pediatric CNS tumors have been found to have more physical limitations than healthy controls and to avoid aspects of their physical (eg, going to unfamiliar places) and social environments (eg, going to a friend's home). Physical limitations have also been linked to poorer social functioning (eg, high-school graduation, employment, and relationship outcomes).
2 That cognitive impairments mediated the effect of physical limitations on social adjustment may reflect those patients who have received the most intense treatments, thereby affecting multiple functional domains. Physical limitations and sensory loss also had a direct role in affecting social adjustment when it came to the number of close friends or the time spent with friends. This is not surprising because these limitations would be expected to interfere with a survivor's ability to interact with his or her peers. Other noteworthy relations based on path analyses revealed that in males, the CRT dose did not have any impact on physical limitations, whereas in females, an increasing CRT dose was associated with increased physical limitations. Females have tended to show inferior outcomes across a wide variety of late effects, including cognitive deficits after CRT, cardiovascular outcomes, obesity, and a risk of osteonecrosis; this suggests that there may be broader biological and physiological underpinnings to these sex-specific differences. 36 Future research is needed to test these hypotheses.
Additional factors that have been explored in the context of social adjustment and that require some additional discussion include the time since diagnosis and the age at diagnosis. The time since diagnosis was not found to be significantly related to social adjustment in multinomial logistic regression analyses. This finding is in contrast to existing literature suggesting that social adjustment deficits in survivors of pediatric CNS tumors worsen with time. 13, 37 Within our sample, the time since diagnosis ranged from 8 to 17 years; therefore, the extent of these deficits may have already been realized within this time frame. The time since diagnosis may play a more important role in the more acute postdiagnosis phase (ie, <8 years after diagnosis). The age at diagnosis was found to be a consistent predictor in path analyses. This finding is consistent with literature showing that the younger the age of diagnosis and treatment is, the worse the functional outcomes are. 38 Although it was not the focus of the current analysis, some discussion of the outcomes related to our solid tumor comparison group is warranted. These survivors demonstrated significantly worse social adjustment outcomes with respect to spending time with friends and social withdrawal in comparison with sibling controls. There is an extensive body of literature that has documented the social difficulties among survivors of pediatric cancer as a whole 2, 39, 40 and more broadly for children with a chronic illness. 41 Thus, the findings in this study support the notion that children with chronic illness are not immune from suffering social difficulties. Moreover, neither survivors of solid tumors nor siblings are immune from the psychological effects of childhood cancer. 42, 43 Consistently, however, survivors of CNS tumors have been found to fare worse with respect to other patient populations. 39 In addition, the impact of CRT and cognitive difficulties on social outcomes, as revealed in this study, suggests that the mechanisms for social difficulties among survivors of CNS tumors may be different from those of other diagnoses. The underlying mechanisms (ie, neuropsychological deficits and neurological or structural changes) for social difficulties among survivors of CNS tumors have yet to be elucidated. 7 Future research might consider an examination of these mechanisms with respect to non-cancer-affected peer groups.
The current findings support modern theoretical assumptions of social competence in children with acquired brain injuries that purport multilevel, hierarchical models beginning with social information processing (ie, social-cognitive processes), which is followed by social interactions (ie, peer relations) and then social adjustment. 3 Although these 3 components are considered to be interrelated, within the theoretical model they are conceptualized as distinct processes. In our sample of survivors of pediatric CNS tumors, peer relations (or lack thereof) emerged as a distinct social class that was not present in survivors of non-CNS tumors or siblings. There has been additional evidence to support the application of this theoretical model to survivors of CNS tumors; survivors of pediatric CNS tumors experience deficits at the levels of social information processing, social interactions, and social adjustment. 8 The relations between each level, however, and the predictive value of each require further investigation. 44, 45 There were several limitations to this study. First, responses to the questionnaire were based on parentproxy reports. Because considerable research has documented the discrepancies between parent-proxy reports and self-reports, particularly with respect to social adjustment, this study would have benefited from the addition of self-reports of social adjustment. In addition, this study lacked reports of social adjustment from teachers and peers. Peer data are often acknowledged as the gold standard for documenting social functioning. For a significant proportion of survivors of CNS tumors, the questionnaires were not completed, and the results from this study may not be generalizable to the entire population of survivors of CNS tumors. The children of parents who did not complete the questionnaires were more likely to have received higher doses of CRT. Thus, the current results may underestimate the prevalence of social adjustment problems in this population. Finally, our cross-sectional study design precludes conclusions regarding causation. Future research should aim to study the trajectories of social adjustment from the time of diagnosis through survivorship to determine whether CRT does indeed predict social adjustment outcomes.
In conclusion, according to our large sample of survivors of CNS tumors, almost 50% of survivors of CNS tumors report patterns of social adjustment difficulties, whereas only 14% of survivors of non-CNS cancers and 9% of siblings do. Moreover, patterns of social difficulty were unique to these survivors. Predictors of social adjustment difficulties were also unique to survivors of CNS tumors: cognitive impairment was isolated as a significant mediator of social outcomes over and above other sociodemographic or disease-or treatment-related factors. There have been multiple efforts to address the cognitive impairments of pediatric brain tumor survivors. 46 Recent attempts to improve social adjustment also exist but have been met with small overall effects. 28, 47, 48 Future research should focus on the potential for a combination of cognitive and social remediation strategies to positively affect social adjustment. 
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